
 

Wonderful ONE-OFF Workshops 

I believe everyone has the potential to become a great 
speaker. This is the why I am offering monthly workshops. 
Whether you are looking to become a professional speaker 
or just improve your presentation skills for work, I can help! 
There is no experience necessary – the goal is to help you 
feel comfortable on in a public forum or on camera, help 
formulate your ideas into a structure you can deliver to 
captivate your audience. 
 

The Story of YOU!   Wednesday May 11th £25 
Feel empowered every time you introduce yourself whether networking, pitching or just 
meeting and greeting this workshop is for you! Sort out your 60 Second Social Pitch 
In 60 Minutes to go beyond comfortable and into empowered introductions leading to 
aligned connections. 
 
Story Speaker    Thursday May 19th £75 
Step into the dojo and let’s work on next steps to find your authentic voice and create a 
presentation to share your value and purpose whether you want to bond, persuade or 
inspire we will play with techniques for content capture story structure and delivery 
improvement. 90 minutes to raise your game and take your speaking forward another step. 
 
Story Crafter    Wednesday May 25th £150 
This is a great workshop for Membership Clubs, Small Business or Corporate CPD  
We cover the basics of storytelling explore ways into content capture and structuring to 
illuminate your message. We work on practical delivery techniques and solid rehearsal 
practices. 2 hours + follow up call  
 
I am looking at 1-2/2.20/3.00 time slot.  Register your interest by email 
story@staciakeogh.co.uk I have some interest and will send out links next week. 
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Stacia Keogh Story /Pitch/ Speech Coach 
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What People Say…  
 
 

I found it all incredibly useful. Your energy, ability to analyse and guide us point on point as we 
went along was incredible. You never lost focus and always had something very positive to 

add. 
 

Vicki Baumann, Yoga Teacher | Retreats, Workshops, 121, Corporate 
  

You very quickly got me thinking of areas of my business that could link well with my life story. 
I absolutely loved the different ways of telling a story. The unexpected flip, leading in from an 

entirely different angle; changing the pace.” 
 

Jo Tocher, Light After Loss Author, Holistic Coach 
 

“Stacia is articulate, knowledgeable, engaging, full of conviction and funny. She has that 
sparkle that can light up any room. Stacia comes alive during performance and that is when 

you see storytelling performed at its best. Shear genius. Highly recommended|". 
 

Lynn Stanier MBE Founder & Chief Executive - UK Their Future Today 
 

Before working with Stacia I felt confident in my pitch abilities but after working with Stacia I 
felt I was able to communicate the story of my company that would allow an investor or client 

to be excited about the potential of working with us. Working with Stacia allowed me to 
communicate my messages in a more dynamic way that would help me to develop a 

connection with the audience. 
 

Cecilia Harvey CEO Hyve Dynamics 

I’ve had the pleasure of attending one of the workshops Stacia hosted for the Women in 
Blockchain talks. I enjoyed every moment; she wove together facts and anecdotes to build a 
compelling presentation. I have never thought I had much of an interesting story to tell, but 

Stacia’s talk inspired me to look deeper and discover the story I never knew I had. It has 
opened up a world of possibilities and I cannot recommend enough the chance to experience 

the same epiphany I had during her talk. 

Bryan Yap Senior Software Engineer at Trint 
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